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ABSTRACT
We propose a deep reinforcement learning algorithm that employs
an adversarial training strategy for adhering to implicit human
norms alongside optimizing for a narrow goal objective. Previous
methods which incorporate human values into reinforcement learn-
ing algorithms either scale poorly or assume hand-crafted state
features. Our algorithm drops these assumptions and is able to au-
tomatically infer norms from human demonstrations, which allows
for integrating it into existing agents in the form of multi-objective
optimization. We benchmark our approach in a search-and-rescue
grid world and show that, conditioned on respecting human norms,
our agent maintains optimal performance with respect to the pre-
defined goal.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Computingmethodologies→ Inverse reinforcement learn-
ing; Adversarial learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent progress in reinforcement learning (RL) has vastly increased
the feasibility and applicability of artificially intelligent agents to
real world problems by employing deep neural networks that ap-
proximately solve high-dimensional control tasks. However, most
state of the art algorithms are inherently black-box models that
optimize for a specific manually engineered reward function. This
can lead to unforeseen societal impacts which need to be accounted
for before training and deploying the system [7].

As a consequence, there is a need for taking human values into
account when training RL systems, which has previously been
tackled by various approaches including inverse RL [4], reward
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shaping [8], partially observable Markov decision processes [1],
safe RL [5] and multi-agent social choice [2]. However, most of
these approaches do not scale to continuous or complex discrete
environments due to assuming a tabular representation of the state
space or hand-crafted features. While Saunders et al. [5] do not
require any assumptions about the state space by employing deep
RL, their approach only considers immediate negative consequences
that can be avoided by blocking a single action.

To tackle the issue of scalability, we propose a hybrid architec-
ture that enables deep reinforcement learning agents to optimize
for a predefined goal while adhering to implicit norms learned
from human behavior. Furthermore, by employing a bottom-up
approach which builds on the adversarial inverse reinforcement
learning framework [3], our agent is able to adapt to temporally
complex constraints which can not directly be achieved through
action blocking.

2 METHODS
We cast the problem of optimizing for a predefined goal while ad-
hering to human norms into a multi-objective Markov decision
process (MOMDP) with linear preferences, which is given by a
tuple ⟨S,A,P, r,𝝀⟩, where S and A denote the sets of possible
states and actions respectively, P(𝑠 ′ |𝑠, 𝑎) denotes the state transi-
tion probability function and r(𝑠, 𝑎) ∈ R𝑑 is a vector-valued reward
function. Finally, we consider preference vectors 𝝀 ∈ R𝑑 to deter-
mine preferences among competing objectives. The RL goal then
consists of finding a policy 𝜋 : S → ΔA that maps states to a
probability distribution over actions which maximizes the expected
cumulative rewardmax𝜋 E𝜋

[∑𝑇
𝑡=0 𝛾

𝑡𝝀𝑇 r(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 )
]
, where 0 < 𝛾 ≤ 1

is a temporal discount factor.
We assume that some components of r(𝑠, 𝑎) ∈ R𝑑 are known

in advance, these correspond to the primary goal that the agent
ought to maximize, whereas norms represent the other components.
To learn norms, we make use of human demonstrations which
we assume to be norm satisfying and infer corresponding reward
signals with adversarial inverse reinforcement learning (AIRL) [3].
AIRL trains a discriminator of the form

𝐷\ (𝑠, 𝑎) =
exp 𝑓\ (𝑠, 𝑎)

exp 𝑓\ (𝑠, 𝑎) + 𝜋 (𝑎 |𝑠)
, (1)

which outputs the probability of the state-action pair (𝑠, 𝑎) coming
from the dataset D = {𝜏𝑖 }𝑛𝑖=1 of human demonstrations rather
than from an agent following the policy 𝜋 . Simultaneously, the
policy 𝜋 is updated to match the demonstrations in D more closely.
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Assuming that we want the agent to optimize a primary goal given
by rewards 𝑟0 (𝑠, 𝑎), we then use a modified update rule for the
generator 𝜋 for maximizing

E𝜋

[
𝑇∑
𝑡=0

_(𝑓\ (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) − log𝜋 (𝑎𝑡 |𝑠𝑡 )) + (1 − _)𝑟0 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 )
]
. (2)

Mathematically speaking, this results in 𝜋 optimizing for 𝑟0
while regularizing by a Kullback-Leibler divergence term𝐾𝐿(𝜋 (𝜏) | |
𝑝\ (𝜏)), where 𝑝\ (𝜏) ∝ P(𝑠0)

∏𝑇
𝑡=0 P(𝑠𝑡+1 |𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 )𝑒𝛾

𝑡 𝑓\ (𝑠𝑡 ,𝑎𝑡 ) is the
maximum entropy inverse RL probability distribution induced by
𝑓\ [9].

3 EXPERIMENTS
We train a deep reinforcement learning agent in a (stochastic) grid
world, with state inputs being a numerical matrix representation
encoding the states of each cell. Both the policy and the discrimi-
nator employ a three-layer convolutional neural network, followed
by linear output layers respectively. Furthermore, the policy is
trained via proximal policy optimization (PPO) [6] due to its ease
of implementation.

Testing is done in the burning warehouse environment (Figure
1), where the primary goal for the agent is to spend most of its time
in a specific tile 𝐺 . In general, 𝐺 can be understood as any primary
goal of interest, such as calling a fire department, extinguishing fire
or other relevant tasks. Besides𝐺 , there are workers in the building
which move in any of the four directions at each time step. We
assume that these workers are lost and they need to be picked up
by the robot in order to successfully escape the building. The agent
can achieve this by moving onto their respective positions before
the episode ends after 𝑇 = 100 time steps.

To enable learning norm-satisfying behavior, we supply the
agent with 𝑛 = 10 human demonstrations which primarily move
towards lost workers and neglect the goal tile 𝐺 . We then train
multi-objective AIRL for different values of _, with 1𝑒6 total envi-
ronment steps each. For example, for _ = 0.1 the agent is able to
optimize for the primary goal while adhering to the demonstrated
norms (Figure 2). These preliminary results demonstrate that our
agent learns to combine the norms inferred from human demonstra-
tions (saving people) with the reward-driven behavior (spending
time in 𝐺).

4 DISCUSSION & FUTUREWORK
One important aspect of our approach is that it does not require
human demonstrations to optimize for the primary goal in any
form. This way, we can utilize the strengths of traditional RL when a
reward function is available, while ensuring that certain constraints,
which might not be easily expressed in a reward function, are met.
While in our example, the goal of saving humans could in theory be
expressed with a reward function, our experiment showed that even
when this is not the case, we can optimize for human constraints
by having access to a small set of demonstrations. Furthermore, it
directly extends the settings of Noothigattu et al. [4] andWu, Lin [8]
to deep RL, dropping the assumption of a handcrafted feature space.
Nonetheless, a variety of open questions remain to be addressed
in future work. Firstly, we assumed demonstrated norms to be
consistent with each other. However, in real world scenarios this

Figure 1: The burning warehouse toy environment.

Figure 2: People saved (blue) and goal time (orange) for dif-
ferent values of _. Error bars indicate a 2𝜎 confidence inter-
val over 100 distinct episodes.

might not be the case, which would lead to inaccurate reward
representations learned by AIRL. Secondly, the adaptation of multi-
objective RL algorithms to allow for Pareto-efficient policy search
with online reward learning will be of interest for scaling to more
complex domains. Specializing AIRL to efficiently allow for learning
multiple conflicting norms will therefore be the focus of following
work.
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